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AT A GLANCE

Spa Executive is fast becoming the ultimate point of reference for wellness 

business owners, Spa Directors, C-suites and spa professionals. Through a 

diverse array of platforms and experiences, Spa Executive has quickly 

established itself as the de�nitive media entity and partner to brands striving 

to make powerful connections to this industry.

We provide the information and insight spa owners, managers, and directors 

around the world need to succeed, improve operations, and increase 

revenue through content featuring expert interviews and insights from the 

best minds in the industry, and the latest news and research on all things spa 

and wellness. We keep our elite audience of top tier spa and wellness 

leaders informed on news and trends in their sector. 



Spa Executives are the leaders changing the wellness business landscape. They are the trailblazers, the decision 

makers, and the heart and soul of the industry. Spa Executive magazine features content written for and about the 

best and brightest owners, directors and managers in spa and wellness.
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IN EVERY ISSUE
Research shows that contextually relevant 

branded content has a clearly positive impact 

on brand awareness and purchase intent. Each 

issue of Spa Executive is a resource for leaders 

in spa and wellness, we address the unique 

needs of those leaders by placing an editorial 

focus on spa business, leadership, technology, 

growth, and trends. We keep on top of the 

health and wellness news industry insiders 

need to know about, and highlight beautiful 

properties around the world. 

GROWTH

Showcasing openings of gorgeous and exciting 

new spa properties around the world.

BUSINESS

Everything you need to run and grow your spa 

business, and be successful in the world of wellness.

MANAGEMENT

Stories about managing and motivating teams, 

and being the best leaders we can be.

TRENDS

What’s happening around the globe in the one 

of the trendiest industries in the world - spa 

and wellness.

NEWS

Staying on top of the news, events, awards, 

and who’s doing what out there.

TECHNOLOGY

Keeping up with the technological developments 

changing and disrupting spa and wellness.



We want your brand to be everywhere our insiders are, a topic of 

conversation and always top of mind. We have initiated a radical 

reinvention and expansion of our digital pro�le, which includes a 

constant presence on vital social media platforms, a website with 

new content every week, and a monthly newsletter.

Advertising and editorial opportunities in Spa Executive are created 

to help top tier industry leaders make the best, most informed 

purchase decisions for their business. Our digital pro�le includes a 

constant presence on vital social media platforms -- including 

LinkedIn, Facebook. Twitter, and Instagram -- a website with new 

content every week, and a monthly newsletter.

ADVERTISING 
OPPORTUNITIES

EMAIL NEWSLETTER

Our Spa Executive list reaches 

8,000+ highly targeted subscribers. 

Your brand can reach national, 

regional and international audiences 

at cost-effective rates for both email 

and social media platforms.

VIDEO

We have video capabilities available 

on our site. You have the opportunity 

to feature your video on our 

homepage.

RUN OF SITE

We have multiple opportunities for 

display ads, sponsored posts and 

takeovers throughout our site, 

expose your brand to our targeted 

readers.

DIGITAL MAGAZINE

We have multiple opportunities for 

display ads, sponsored posts and 

takeovers throughout our site, 

expose your brand to our targeted 

readers.* ALL OPPORTUNITIES ARE CUSTOMIZABLE



DIGITAL AD SPECIFICATIONS

HORIZONTAL PLACEMENTS

728x90
Max File Size

Loops

Length

Close Button

Z-index

300k

3

30 seconds

Top Right

100-2999

970x90
Max File Size

Loops

Length

Close Button

Z-index

300k

3

30 seconds

Top Right

100-2999

970x250
Max File Size

Loops

Length

Close Button

Z-index

300k

3

30 seconds

Top Right

100-2999

320x50
Max File Size

Loops

Length

100k

3

30 seconds

320x50
Max File Size

Loops

Length

100k

3

30 seconds

VERTICAL PLACEMENTS

300x600
Max File Size

Loops

Length

Close Button

Z-index

300k

3

30 seconds

Top Right

100-2999

300x1050
Max File Size

Loops

Length

Close Button

Z-index

300k

3

30 seconds

Top Right

100-2999

300x250
Max File Size

Loops

Length

Close Button

Z-index

300k

3

30 seconds

Top Right

100-2999

MOBILE PLACEMENTS



MAGAZINE AD SPECIFICATIONS

2-Page Spread

Live Image Size

Trim

19 1/4” x  11 3/8”

20 3/4” x  13 3/8”

Full Page

Live Image Size

Trim

19 1/4” x  11 3/8”

10 3/8” x  13 3/8”

Half Page - Vertical

Live Image Size

Trim

19 1/4” x  11 3/8”

20 3/4” x  13 3/8”

Half Page - Horizontal

Live Image Size

Trim

19 1/4” x  11 3/8”

10 3/8” x  13 3/8”

Quarter Page

Live Image Size

Trim

19 1/4” x  11 3/8”

20 3/4” x  13 3/8”

One-Sixth Page

Live Image Size

Trim

19 1/4” x  11 3/8”

10 3/8” x  13 3/8”



SPONSORED CONTENT
COMPANY UPDATE

Promote your recent projects and new products, or share company news and updates with a highly targeted 

audience. This includes 350 words of advertorial copy, your photos, your company logo, plus a 75-100 word 

company description and click through/CTA. The sponsored post will appear as a featured story on 

SpaExecutive.com and be shared across social channels and in our monthly newsletter. Spa Executive will provide 

you with the format to create this article.

ADVERTORIAL FEATURE

A 500-word feature about your company and your products and services. This offer includes 500 words of 

advertorial copy, your photos, your logo, plus a 75-100 word company description and click through/CTA. The 

sponsored post will appear as a featured story on SpaExecutive.com and be shared across social channels and in 

our monthly newsletter. 

DIRECTOR PROFILE

Your CEO or director probably has a fascinating story. This is your chance to tell it in either a Q and A or straight 

editorial format. Connect with your potential clients by sharing the story of your leader and your company. This offer 

includes 350 words of advertorial copy, your photos, your logo, plus a 75-100 word company description and click 

through/CTA. The sponsored post will appear as a featured story on SpaExecutive.com and be shared across social 

channels and in our monthly newsletter. 



LONG SPONSORED FEATURE

A 1,200-word featured article allows us to go into greater depth about the subject matter of your choice. Similar to 

the shorter feature article, this professional article is written by  Spa Executive’s editorial staff. Examples include a 

product or service, a company milestone, a piece of educational content, or some insight or company data you can 

share with the writer who will turn it into a great piece of content. The subject matter will be selected together with 

Spa Executive’s editorial staff. We will provide guidance on what type of content works well to engage audiences, 

and create the story in house. This offer includes 1,200 words of feature content, your photos, your logo, and click 

through/CTA. The sponsored post will appear on SpaExecutive.com and be shared across Spa Executive’s social 

channels

LONG SPONSORED FEATURE + DISPLAY AD FOR THREE MONTHS

Combine the power of targeted editorial with the visual impact of display advertising.

SPONSORED FEATURE

Unlike the “advertorial,” a sponsored feature isn’t usually written about the good or service that is sponsoring it, but 

about a related topic. A sponsored post by a skin care company might be about sun damage, and only mention 

“this post is sponsored by” said company. 

Engage your target audience with a professional article written by Spa Executive’s editorial staff. Your 500-word 

feature will address the topic of your choice. Examples include a product or service, a company milestone, a piece 

of educational content, or some insight and/or expertise you will share with the writer who will turn it into a 

compelling piece of content. You select the subject matter yourself, or together with Spa Executive’s editorial staff. 

We will provide guidance on what type of content works well to engage audiences, and create the story in house. 

This offer includes 500 words of feature content, your photos, your logo, and click through/CTA. The sponsored post 

will appear as a featured story on SpaExecutive.com and be shared across social channels and in our monthly 

newsletter. 

SPONSORED FEATURE & DISPLAY AD FOR THREE MONTHS

Combine the power of targeted editorial with the visual impact of display advertising. 



COMPANY SPOTLIGHT
Combine the best of the best. Share your company message and your story, make a visual impact with a display ad, 

and share your company director’s story in a pro�le. Then, the following month, be the subject of a short advertorial 

or feature highlighting your organization.

500-word advertorial or feature

Director pro�le or interview

Homepage placement as a featured article for three months

Homepage display ad

Your logo

Your photos

75-100 word company description 

Click through/CTA

Inclusion in Spa Executive’s monthly newsletter

Promotion across social channels


